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Abstract
This paper explores the phenomenon of male rape in 
Pak-Afghan culture and exposes how the international 
community recognizes sexual violence against men. 
Khaled Hosseinie’s Kite Runner and Mansoor’s social 
drama movie Bol have been analyzed in order to 
demonstrate how men are included and excluded as 
dupes of sexual vehemency in disputes. The theoretical 
paradigms of male rape are embedded in Finkelhor’s 
Precondition Child Sexual Abuse Model (1984) has four 
preconditions: Motivation to sexual abuse, Overpowering 
internal inhibitors, Overwhelming external inhibitors 
and Overcoming the resistance of the child. It is essential 
to identify with gender stereotypes and anticipations of 
male and female in order to infer the occurrence of child 
rape, the under-reporting of child assault as well as the 
omitting of child assault. This scrutiny arouses imperative 
doubts about human rights and how assured souls become 
divested of their rights and their permissible fortification. 
There is a lack of numeral proof on child rape, although 
it is essential to classify the hypothetical ontogeny of 
child rape as a societal question as it hovers athwart the 
communal inquiry dialogue. Consequently, it is essential 
to look at this escalation because the existing bearing of 
the enquiry on child sexual assault has badgered forkings 
for how male ravishment is theorized. The distinctive 
types of sexual viciousness: force and predominance, 
feminization and undermining of the adversary are all 
associated with speculations of manliness and sex desires 
and how they can bring about sexual savagery and clarify 
the under-reporting of assault.
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INTRODUCTION
Finkelhor suggests about Pakistani and Afghan culture 
violated by buggery that a theory of child sexual abuse 
needs to explain four basic issues according to Pak-
Afghan culture:
→	 	Why some adults are capable of being aroused 
by children?
→	 	Why sexual desires and impulses are directed 
towards a child?
→	 	Why individuals who are incapable of having 
their emotional needs met by adults turn to 
children for sex and not just for support or 
friendship?
→	 	Why the individuals involved fail to be inhibited 
from acting on their impulses?
The kinetics moral force of sexual aggression brings 
political demise in addition to ethnical and community 
destruction, meaning sexual brutality has annihilated and 
long-standing aftermaths for child dupes (Phillipp, 2015). 
Buggery/anal sex is an odious offense, wayward to the 
order of nature as a sex act by mankind with mankind 
or with animate being, or by womankind with animate 
being. Buggery/ anal sex is an unambiguous precedent 
umbrage, covering both anal intercourse and zooerasty. 
Mythos putting forward says that: “men cannot be raped”, 
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“men are incapable of having sex against their will”, 
“male rape is equivalent to homosexual rape” (Javaid, 
2015) are outcomes of the lack of awareness, enquiry 
and noesis that has been devoted to and on this problem. 
Khaled Hosseini in his novel Kite Runner represents 
the Afghan bugger society that has no sense and care 
about innocence. On the other hand Mansoor’s social 
drama movie Bol has pictured the Afghan neighboring 
society, Pakistan that is totally violated by the male rape 
like that of Afghan society. Both the works depicted 
clear picture of rapist cultures. None can draw a blank 
commotion like the sexual exploitation of vernal lads 
in the Catholic Church in America, or the US pongos 
in Iraq who sexually perverted captives in the “Abu 
Ghraib Prison”. This curse is found not only in Pak-
Afghan society but also throughout the world. According 
to statistics about sexual violence, one in six boys 
will be sexually abused before they turn 18 years old, 
34% of people who sexually abuse a child are family 
members, 27.8% of men were age 10 or younger at the 
time of their first rape/victimization, 96% of people who 
sexually abuse children are male, and 76.8% of people 
who sexually abuse children are adults, 325,000 children 
are at risk of becoming victims of commercial child 
sexual exploitation each year, one in 16 men are sexually 
assaulted while in college. More than 90% of sexual 
assault victims on college campuses do not report the 
assault 63.3% of men at one university who self-reported 
acts qualifying as rape or attempted rape admitted 
committing repeat rapes (N.S.l.V.R.C., 2015). It is clear 
that no person is immune to rape. Nobody knows with 
conviction of the magnitude of rape since the number of 
unreported cases is higher among men as well as women. 
Loads of dupes, male ones in finicky, fail to report 
intimate violence due to panic, shame, bewilderment and 
culpability. The main purpose of the study is to provide 
its readers with an in-depth analysis of the child rapist 
nasty society in Afghanistan. Sexual victimization of 
lads can be found in Pakistan and Afghanistan. These 
lads are known as brats without beard, or bacha bereesh, 
and kept by buggers in Pak-Afghan society. They are 
not only sexually abused in many instances, but also 
made to dance in social gatherings and parties. Some of 
the boys are being turned into sex strivers by moneyed 
frequenters who deck the boys up as fillies, shower them 
with gifts and keep them as concubines (Travis, 2014). 
Sex mercantilism is ubiquitously agonized as a 
flagitious misdemeanor involving sexual thralldom. 
Ceremonious acumen is that sexual captivity of a child is 
so nem con decried under the law of nations that it garners 
the highest reprimand. A government’s connivance in 
sexual captivity of its populace of children is a denial 
of its autonomous obligation. Such actions subject the 
felonious administration to authorisations or armed 
intrusion under the United Nations’ Responsibility to 
Protect Doctrine (Clapham & Gaeta,  2014).
This study disputes the ceremonious acumen that nixed 
against government- excused child-sex bondage has struck 
non-derogable, bossy standing under the law of nations. 
According to the research investigators and the experts 
of human rights, boy sex slaveholding has developed 
into a component and primal feature of Pakistan and 
Afghanistan because of a wonted praxis usually referred 
to as “Buggery”. 
Bacha bazi/ buggery involves men known as boy 
players or bacha baz abusing, subjugating, or ravishing 
innocent lads in a regular and devised manner. The intense 
sway and exemption of rich Afghan merchandisers, illicit 
fortified gatherings, and administrative functionaries ram 
the postulate that prompts bacha bazi. In the meantime, 
tough scarcity, public skepticism, and many of juvenile, 
assailable, and sacked Afghan boys make its supply 
possible (Dennis, 2015).
1. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
A study by Wood has shown that contravenes with 
warlords and leaders who do not admit, and who penalize 
acts of sexual ferocity have a smaller number of rape 
and sexual maltreatment (Crone, 2014). By ignoring or 
overlooking an issue it gets off the message that the matter 
is not important as well as the victim is not imperative 
(Cohen, 2014). As Arendt expressed, “if people are not 
even protected by the law, they are not only oppressed 
by a group, it insinuates that they do not even deserve 
to be oppressed and face nothing less than destruction” 
(Phillipp, 2015). The study explores the occurrence of 
child rape and the taboo around this problem, followed 
by an investigation of the credentials of U.N.O. on sexual 
hostility and how men and boys are included or excluded. 
To a greater extent it is spotted that men and boys are 
au natural to sexual fury in disputes (Binks, 2015). 
Commotions have been calculated in copious conflicts in 
all parts of the world like Iran, Kuwait, El Salvador, Chile, 
Rwanda, Democratic Republic of Congo and former 
Yugoslavia (Survivors UK, 2014). It has been accounted 
by many society witnessers that assured people consider. 
Having a nice-looking buggers even as some sort of status 
figure. Some of these children are dupes of merchandising 
(Oveton et al., 2015). A 15-year old boy named Shehbaz 
was abducted from Multan, Pakistan while mounding. 
Child traffickers brought him to the Northern region 
through the land border crossing point between Pakistan 
and Afghanistan where he was impelled to work. One 
day, he was arrested by the police when he was trying 
to escape. The local commander took him to residency, 
took him as a servant as well as forced to perform dance 
at wedding parties for his acquaintances. The local 
commander took him as a sexual doll and exploited 
occasionally. The commander behaved with him as if he 
were his own property. One day, the boy found a chance 
to run away to Pakistan (Mpower, 2014). 
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Samuel took into account the incidents of sexual abuse 
in the UN Security Council, a mother with her twelve-
year old son, Numan was forced to leave her town after 
the demise of her husband. During their journey to Numan 
was snatched from her mother by the sexual vendors. 
Numan echoed that the men took him away from his 
mother and forced him into sexual bondage: 
They kept me in a room for many days in [a place near 
Peshawar] where first they had sex with me by themselves for 
many days, and then they allowed everybody else to come and 
have sex with me for only 40-50 rupees. It was like I was an 
animal in the zoo, and people could see me and use me after 
paying the ticket fee. I was twelve and a half years old at that 
time. Within one month I think 20-30 men had sex with me and 
I was about to die of it. 
The disgust Numan cuts off the lives of potentially 
thousands of Pakistani boys as well as Afghan boys 
(Samuel, 2014).
Ehsan’s study uncovers that a case was recorded in 
Gujranwala, Pakistan, about 30 boys were raped many 
times by some political leaders and other wealthy persons. 
No action was taken to place against these rapist persons 
because the police and government were puppets in the 
hands of these buggers. Another case was reported at 
Chack No 15/v. Khanewal, Pakistan, where a Mollah 
Abdul Rauf Qasim raped an innocent boy named Sohail 
(Ministry of Justice, 2014).
In a study of Child Sexual Abuse in Islamabad and 
Rawalpindi, out of a sample of 300 boys 17% seized to 
have been sexually assaulted and in 2013 a boy reported 
that he was raped, gang raped or enslaved for sexual 
gratification. In September 2014, the British Broadcast 
Channel had broadcast an infotainment called “Pakistan’s 
Hidden Shame”, directed by Mohammed Naqvi and 
produced by Jamie Doran, which spotlighted the quandary 
of sexual violence of street children in particular; an 
estimated 90% of whom have been sexually violated 
(Grayer, 2015).
Buggery involves men known as “bacha baz”, or 
“boy players”, communally violating, quashing, or 
raping immature blighters in organized fashion. For the 
time being, communal nihilism, acute pauperisation, 
and a plurality of infantile, susceptible, feeble, and 
dislodged Pakistani as well as Afghan brats enable its 
supply (Daubney, 2015). The boys who become victims 
of “buggery” are typically on the breadline and without 
family. From time to time many extremely wretched 
ménages, sometimes at the time of famishment, ofttimes 
sell their children to “bacha baz”, or “child traffickers” 
to espouse their children in swapping for money to fulfill 
needs of food and clothing. Some other boys are tempted 
with phony pledges of a fuller animation with responsible 
supervision, vocational education, or employment. Bacha 
breesh (buggers), like many child vendors, finds boys 
on the thoroughfares, in the market place, or in other 
populace places, such as lay-bies where vernal, athirst 
boys are notorious to street-walk themselves (Clark, 
2014). Many boys are simply abducted as Saifi was 
abducted by a truck driver in Pakistani movie Bol and 
Hassan as well as his son Sohrab was abducted by Assef 
in Afghan novel Kite Runner (Fogg, 2014).
In May 2014, the U.N. Secretary-General formally 
delegated the Afghan National Police and Local Police 
as “parties” that mesh in the enlisting and use of nippers, 
sexual ferocity against nippers, the killing and injuring of 
children, perennial onrushes on schools and/or infirmaries 
and perennial attacks or menaces of attacks against 
sheltered persons in dispute of law of nations (Samuel, 
2014).
B e i n g  a  m e m b e r  o f  t h e  U N O ,  t h e  A f g h a n 
administrative government is bound to value the 
International Human Rights. In spite of the putatively 
non-derogable, juscogens status of intercontinental 
proscriptions against rape and bondage, and the well-
documented episodes of sexual abuse that occurred in 
Kosovo and Rwanda, the UNO has not espoused a legal 
framework by which member countries can fitly interpose 
in dysphoric states, such as Afghanistan, to foreclose child 
sexual trading (UNO, 2015).
2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This research followed the qualitative research paradigms 
as it keeps in touch Finkelhor’s Precondition Child 
Sexual Abuse Model (1984), Motivation to sexually 
abuse, Overcome internal inhibitors, Overcome external 
inhibitors and Overcoming the resistance of the child. 
Motivation to sexual abuse consisted in firstly emotional 
congruence in which child satisfies important emotional, 
nonsexual needs of the perpetrator and dominance. 
Secondly, the Sexual arousal of all child-offenders shows 
a deviant profile. Thirdly is the Blockage that prevents 
development of socially acceptable sexual interactions 
e.g. inadequate social skills and poor relationship 
development/maintenance.  Overcoming internal 
inhibitors are consisted in disinhibited behavior e.g. 
alcohol, anger, psychosis. Overcoming external inhibitors 
are consisted of situational/environmental factors 
which must be overcome for abuse to take place and 
can involve absence/illness of carrier, poor parent/child 
bond, isolation of the family from others. Overcoming 
Child Resistance consisted of child compliance must 
be achieved in order for the abuse to occur. These can 
include: child’s emotional insecurity, lack of sexual 
knowledge in the child, coercion and grooming. For the 
analysis of various incidents occurred in Pak-Afghan 
cultural societies with reference to Hosseini’s Kite 
Runner and Mansoor’s social drama movie Bol under 
discussion. I investigated the phenomenon of male rape 
and analyzed reports on sexual violence against men and 
discussed why and how sexual violence is committed. At 
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the end of the chapter I hope to have enough material to 
come to a conclusion.
3. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
After scrutinizing Hosseini’s Kite Runner, I have come 
to know that there is no future of Afghan innocent male 
children. On the other hand Mansoor’s Bol, a social 
critique of Pakistani cruel bugger society shows that it 
has no care of innocent boys who is raped. Immature 
boys are most common dupes in cases of male rape. 
There is no proper mechanism for implementing the 
existing laws in Pakistan regarding the protection of 
children from abuse. The acculturation of “bacha baazi” 
(sex with boys) is very common in some northern 
areas of Pakistan specially in some parts of Khyber 
Pakhtunkhwa but in spite of the fact the bureaus are 
aware of the phenomenon, no serious action has ever 
been taken against culprits, nor any case has ever been 
registered to block this queasy practice. What is worse, 
paedophilia as an act is mooted a communal and ethnical 
custom in some parts of Pakistan. Varied estimations exist 
on the ambit and magnitude of latter-day bondage, both 
interior and out of border. Kite Runner narrates the story 
of Hassan who goes to run the last cut kite. Alas! Hassan 
bumps against Assef who is a disreputably mean, violent 
older boy with vicious inclinations and blames Amir for 
socialising with a Hazara Family. Hassan declines to 
cede Amir’s kite, so Assef claims his retaliation, assailing 
and anally assaulting him. Amir witnesses Hassan’s rape 
by Assef but is too frightened to help him. Later, Assef 
holds Sohrab, the son of Hassan as a sex striver until 
Amir arrives to rescue him. Like the rape of Hassan and 
Sohrab, the events typify the desolation of Afghanistan 
as a whole, as Afghans once knew it. Finkelhor’s 
Precondition Child Sexual Abuse Model (1984) has 
four preconditions: Motivation to sexual manhandling, 
Overcoming inward inhibitors, Overcoming outer 
inhibitors and Overcoming the resistance of the kid. 
Inspiration to sexual mishandling is comprised of first 
enthusiastic harmoniousness in which a kid fulfills 
essential passionate, nonsexual necessities of the culprit 
and predominance. Secondly, the Sexual Arousal in 
which not all youngster guilty parties demonstrate a freak 
profile. Thirdly, Blockage in which hindrances counteract 
advancement of socially worthy sexual communications, 
e.g lacking social aptitudes and poor relationship 
improvement/support. Defeating inward inhibitors is 
comprised of disinhibited conduct e.g liquor, displeasure, 
psychosis and for the most part behavioral. Defeating 
outer inhibitors is comprised of situational/natural 
components which must be overcome for misuse to occur 
and can include nonappearance/disease of carrier, poor 
guardian/tyke bond, segregation of family from others. 
Conquering Child Resistance is comprised of youngster 
consistence must be accomplished all together for the 
misuse to happen. These can include: kid’s enthusiastic 
weakness, absence of sexual learning in the kid, pressure 
and preparation. All these factors need to harass a 
child anyway, the representation of Bol fulfills the 
requirements of child abduction. Bol is a social drama, a 
Pakistani film was directed by Shoaib Mansoor. It 
concerns a religious Muslim family facing fiscal troubles 
caused by too many children and changing times, with a 
major plot involving the father’s desire to have a son and 
his rejection of his existing transgender male-assigned-
at-birth daughter but my research will revolve around 
the picture of Saifi’s rape that is a direct criticism on 
Pakistani culture and society. In this work, Saifi is an 
emasculate child; on the work place, Saifi is harassed 
because others discriminate against his identification 
and one day Saifi is raped by some truck drivers. This 
representation is the clear picture of Pakistani bugger 
society. The workers on painter’s shop where Saifi seeks 
painting tease Saifi after going their master, “Enough 
baby, Saifu my dear… you should stop the work”. Two 
people try to pull Saifi’s trousers down, and Saifi feels 
unsatisfied. Saifi stops the work and goes to the room to 
change his clothes but the room was locked. In the mean 
time, one of the truck drivers says to Saifi, “Brat your 
clothes are in front truck No 3989, change it… don’t be 
afraid baby”. Another man says to Saifi, “Saifu jani”. 
The truck driver says, “Wow the beautiful brat … the 
superb piece”. Helper of the truck driver asks his master, 
“Can I do sex first with this piece?” Driver shows anger 
on helper and says, “You always ask for this, your lusty 
habit always teases me, hold cup of tea… I’m going to 
do sex with baby brat”. The driver raped Saifi and helper 
did the same after his master. They threw him in front of 
hermaphrodite’s home, who took Saifi to home. Taking 
away Saifi with him, his father killed him in the name of 
honour. This situation shows the success of Finkelhor’s 
(1984) ideas about child abuse and a clear picture of 
Pakistani rapist society.
It was just around 30 years prior that the insights 
of male assault casualties were started to be recorded, 
highlighting who dismissed the subject of male assaults 
have remained, and in a few nations, there is no 
acknowledgment of such occurrences. Assault, of either 
male or female, has an immediate association with the 
societal desires of sex, and a casualty turns out to be 
more defenseless in the event that he/she can’t talk about 
it because of social limitations. Patriarchy constructs 
its reason in the light of male prevalence in a general 
public, and anything that undermines the position of man 
is apparently belittled. This is one such motivation as 
to why male casualties of sexual misuse don’t approach 
due to the “disgrace” that is connected with it. This is 
not quite the same as the instance of female casualties 
in which they are undermined of the critical outcomes 
on the off chance that they ended their quiet about the 
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misuse, while if there should be an occurrence of men, 
the protestation is out appropriately denied regardless 
of the possibility that they do approach to talk up 
about it. 
Hosseini’s Kite Runner investigates the Afghan 
society as Mansoor’s Bol does. Hosseini’s Kite Runner 
additionally satisfies the necessities of kid snatching 
for assault or unlawful relations. I contemplated this for 
myself when I was perusing the book. I searched for 
shrouded pieces of information on the off chance that I 
was missing anything evading to the reality that Assef 
know Sohrab was Hassan’s child. At the point when 
Amir was portraying the way Sohrab looked me figured 
Assef more likely than not seen the resemblance as well 
however amid their extensive discussion just before the 
battle Assef specified nothing about it. Assef’s character 
is very clear to see; we see all through the book his scorn 
for Hazaras, Amir and Hassan in the event that he had 
known Sohrab was Hassan’s child there was no chance 
he would not have utilized that learning to torment Amir 
with, as I would see it. Hearing/realizing that would hurt 
more than any physical savagery and would be twisted 
precisely Assefs style. 
Assef was mortified by Hassan, and was harmed by 
him too. Having Hassan slaughtered was insufficient for 
Assef, as Assef appears to have a somewhat malicious, 
vicious, and over the top identity, and in addition stifled 
gay person tendicies, in which he escapes because of his 
place in force. Hurting Sohrab is simply one more piece of 
his vengeance on Hassan, annihilating his child as he had 
pulverized the father, and as their way of life accepts, is 
wrecking Sohrab’s life and in additionto his exsisting life. 
What prompts Hassan being assaulted? “Perhaps 
Hassan was the value I needed to pay, the sheep I needed 
to kill. Keeping in mind the end goal to win over Baba.” 
This citation suggests that there are two fundamental 
reasons why Hassan is assaulted. Hassan is an eager 
casualty. Amir will do anything to convey support with 
his dad. “Hassan didn’t battle, didn’t significantly fuss.” 
“battle” intends to attempt and escape what is occurring 
and “yowl” intends to cry, this demonstrates Hassan 
didn’t attempt to make tracks in an opposite direction 
from Assef or cry about it and simply let it happen or 
his companion. “I saw his face, saw the acquiescence 
in it” “abdication” implies that Hassan was quiet and 
patient about the discipline. Hassan surrendered himself 
before the circumstances he was in, acknowledged it. 
He surrendered himself to something he knew he needed 
to accomplish for Amir. He acknowledged it and took 
it since he needed to. “Before you give up yourself for 
him, consider this: Would he do likewise for you? … 
you’re only something he can kick when he’s irate.” 
“penance” intends to surrender something for something 
or another person. Assef says that he is “nothing” 
since he is a member of Hazara and a hireling. Hassan 
yielded himself for Amir and Assef needs to make him 
understand that Amir would not do this for him. Hassan, 
it appears will do anything to please Amir. “He … 
squashed it against his brow.” “There” he croaked, red 
dribbling down his face likes blood. “Is it accurate to say 
that you are fulfilled? Improve?” Hassan is excessively 
steadfast, making it impossible to do anything to hurt 
Amir thus he pounds the pomegranate against his own 
particular temple as opposed to tossing one back at 
Amir. This shows that he is so dependable to him. The 
juice trickling down his temple looks like blood, just 
as he has slaughtered somebody, as Amir has murdered 
the relationship between them. “I think possibly you’ll 
win the competition this year” Baba hasn’t got a great 
deal of trust in Amir for him to win the opposition. 
“I couldn’t be tune in, not by any means since Baba’s 
easygoing little remark had planted a seed in my mind: 
the determination that I would win … there was no other 
suitable choice. I was going to win and I was going to 
run that last kite.” “Easygoing outlines that Baba didn’t 
generally mind and that it was much the same as an 
unthought-of remark “no other reasonable alternative 
lets us know that Amir needed to win and that he had no 
other decision. This was the main way that Amir would 
win over Baba and that Baba didn’t generally mind 
pretty much the length of he won he would be cheerful. 
“Was that what it would take? Had he quite recently 
slipped me the key?” “Key” means a gadget which is 
turned in a lock to unlock something. 
This picture recommends that Amir thinks that 
winning the competition will win Baba over and open his 
heart to him. Heart is the lock he appears to be entirely 
unpleasant. “The blue kite, my key to Baba’s heart” This 
quote demonstrates to us the amount Amir needs to win 
the competition to win over Baba’s heart and “key” is 
the representation to portray how Baba’s heart has been 
bolted to Amir and the competition is the way to open 
it. “As the trees solidified and ice sheathed the streets, 
the chill amongst Baba and me defrosted a bit.” The 
essayist utilizes wretched deception to demonstrate that 
when the weather stops, Baba and Amir’s relationship 
defrosts, “the chill amongst Baba and me defrosted”. 
This is likewise a mystery, this quote negates itself, 
however what may likewise be valid. This is additionally 
a similitude on the grounds that a relationship can’t 
be defrosted. “Kites were the one paper-slim crossing 
point between those two circles” The kites were the 
one thing that diminished the ponderousness amongst 
Baba and Amir. “Paper-slender” demonstrates that the 
relationship was not extremely strong and could tear 
and is conceivably transitory. “In his arms I overlooked 
what I had done and that was great”. This picture implies 
that now Amir was in Baba’s arms he felt great, secure. 
That was his approach to overlook everything that had 
happened with Assef and Hassan. He felt ensured. It was 
at last great, it is the thing that Amir needed! “Seeing 
Baba on that rooftop, glad for me finally”, “Proud” 
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demonstrates to us that Baba is at last content with Amir 
and the term finally demonstrates to us to what extent 
Amir has sit tight for this minute. “I needed Baba all 
to myself” Amir is narrow minded he needs to be the 
focal point of Baba’s consideration. Amir wouldn’t like 
to impart anything to Hassan. Amir tries to dispose of 
Hassan so he could have Baba “all to himself”. 
The Effects of Sexual Abuse Based off the novel: The 
Kite Runner, The battles and results of being sexually 
mishandled, the effects of the assault on Hassan, the 
influences of the assault had on Amir. Why casualties 
keep their own sexual misuse, a mystery from others. 
Similitudes of these effects: poor self-regard, trouble 
believing others, uneasiness, sentiments of seclusion 
and shame, discouragement, self-dangerous inclinations, 
sexual maladjustment, substance misuse, disease, rest 
issues, self-damage, self-mutilation, dietary problems, 
agoraphobia, difficult recollections. 
Supposing profoundly: Do you think an immense toll 
was gone up against both of the kid’s lives, by losing 
their companionship? Sound ways individuals figure 
out how to manage their assaults. The after effects of 
Sohrab’s assault the way casualties are respected by 
their aggressors. How does the Muslim Society view 
homosexuality? Illustration: Wali says his dad accepts 
what they are thinking of doing to Hassan is wicked, 
however, Assef says he is just a Hazara. The young men 
won’t, however consent to hold Hassan down. How 
does America view homosexuality? A few people keep 
their misuse mystery because of trepidation. Numerous 
casualties, particularly youthful ones, are effortlessly 
persuaded that their abuser will accomplish something 
dreadful to them or a relative, on the off chance that it 
is uncovered. Some dread that their harsh guardian or 
parental figure is still superior to anything whoever they 
would wind up with in the event that they told and were 
expelled from that home. 
A few people keep their misuse mystery because of 
disgrace and blame. Numerous casualties have been 
deceived into trusting that it’s their flaw thus they feel 
too seriously about themselves or their apparent part in it 
to tell anybody. Some vibe that they merited their misuse 
or this is typical. 
-  They converse with specialists, companions, 
relatives, or other trusted grown-ups. 
-  They take out all their displeasure and center it on 
different physical exercises. 
-  Throw themselves into activities they appreciate, 
discovering interests they like. 
-  Take solace and confidence in a religion. 
-  Work on giving themselves solid, social ways of life. 
Where it’s ordinary to discuss the hurt they have 
been through. 
Supposing profoundly: Do these appear like great 
strides to you? —He practically trusts that being sexually 
manhandled is ordinary, since that is all he’s ever known. 
Supposing profoundly: Do you feel sensitivity for the 
general population who has these issues? —Up to 66% of 
females and 33% of guys might be sexually manhandled 
sooner or later in their lives. 
-  Sexual misuse is found in all classes, races and 
religions. 
-  Females are a few times more probable than guys to 
be sexually manhandled. 
-  The greater part of sexual misuse starts when 
youngsters are under 6 years of age. 
-  In the novel there is a case that makes it appear as 
though the conduct is acknowledged by a few guys 
in the general public. Others think it is wicked, yet 
do nothing to stop it. 
-  In Afghanistan the casualty of the ambush is weak, 
if the aggressor has power. 
Supposing profoundly: What might you do in the 
event that you were placed in Wali’s place? America 
is turning towards tolerating homosexuality more 
consistently, given new law.
Supposing profoundly: What might you do on 
the off chance that you were placed in Wali’s place? 
America is turning towards tolerating homosexuality 
more consistently, given new laws. Be that as it may, 
then again, is truly splitting down hard on counteracting 
rapes, of guys and females of any age. It is seen as a 
standout amongst the darkest acts. A quote that clarifies 
how Assef feels about his demonstration: “Its only a 
Hazara,” Assef said. Be that as it may, Kamal continued 
turning away. “Fine,” Assef snapped. “All I need you 
weaklings to do is hold him down. Would you be able 
to oversee that?”... Assef stooped behind Hassan,... 
(p.102).
A quote that clarifies the toll assault had on Hassan: 
He had wilted—there was basically no other word for it. 
His eyes gave me an empty look and no acknowledgment 
at all enrolled in them. His shoulders slouched and 
his cheeks hang like they were excessively drained, 
making it impossible to stick deep down underneath. His 
dad, who’d claimed a motion picture theater in Kabul, 
was telling Baba how, three months prior, a stray slug 
had struck his better half in the sanctuary and killed 
her. At that point he informed Baba regarding Kamal. 
I got just pieces of it: Should have never released 
him alone...always so attractive, you know...four of 
them...tried to fight...God...took him...bleeding down 
there...his pants...doesn’t talk any more...just stares... 
(p.106). 
-  He was influenced candidly the same amount of as 
physically. 
-  After his assault he was left draining and crying. 
-  He didn’t tell anybody he was a casualty of an 
assault. 
-  He maintained a strategic distance from Amir the 
same amount of as Amir stayed away from him.
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CONCLUSION
The distinctive types of sexual viciousness: Force and 
predominance, feminization and undermining of the 
adversary are all associated with speculations of manliness 
and sexual desires and how they can bring about sexual 
savagery and clarify the under-reporting of assault. The 
quantities of casualties that are mutilated, sanitized 
and impregnated by power affirm assault as a political 
apparatus and a modest and successful weapon that can 
block life and ripeness and cause deep rooted hurt for 
people and also society. Masculinity, particularly in male-
overwhelming social orders, deter men from conceding 
that they are or can be potential casualties of assault and 
results in small comprehension of the issue by and large 
and in addition no acknowledgment in law. Unexpectedly, 
because of men’s socially overwhelming and solid 
position in the public arena, no development identical to 
the feministic development that requested the privileges 
of ladies can be found amongst men. 
Reporting assault in itself ought to be found in its 
objectivity of a wrongdoing. In a perfect world, the 
assault law ought not to be dependent upon particular 
sexual orientation or age of the casualties when the 
gravity of the demonstration is to be resolved. In 
any case, the issue remains whether barring detail of 
sex from assault definitions could, in any capacity, 
undermine the privileges of ladies in a general public 
that is as of now misanthrope in character. The inquiry 
here is not about contrasting the effect of sexual 
viciousness on men, ladies and youngsters; it is about the 
injury of every casualty needs to experience. The suicide 
rates among men are higher in light of the fact that as 
opposed to recognizing them as people who also can get 
hurt like ladies do, society affronts and embarrasses them 
when they neglect to experience its patriarchal desires of 
“masculinity”.
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